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About This Game

You find yourself in ancient temple, but something is not right. You have lost your abilities. Explore the Temple of the Lost,
find your lost abilities, solve occasional puzzles, avoid deadly traps, beat the mazes and find what's hidden. Slowly uncover the

secrets of this temple, while listening to ambient, atmospheric music.

Temple of the Lost is atmospheric first-person exploration and puzzle solving game.

Features

Puzzle Solving - Solve puzzles to pass through blocked passages where treasures and lost abilities are.

Atmospheric Soundtrack - Atmosphere of the temple is amplified by ambient soundtrack.

Exploration - Explore huge temple, with lots of mysterious doors and chambers.
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First off I have to thank Desert Fox for making another wonderful game! The community has been amazing and through this
game I've made tons of wonderful friends. ♥

I got this game on sale, skeptical because of how simple it seemed. Before I had seen Youtubers play the other games in the
series, but I'm so glad I bought and played this one for myself.

From what I'm told this is the finale of the series, or at least very close to, and Desert Fox put a lot of attention and detail into
their game. The design, while unpretentious, is actually very flattering to the gameplay. I can assure you there is numerous hours
of replay value, because of the multiple endings and secrets worth unlocking--and every ending has a twist that will leave you
searching for answers. Thankfully, Desert Fox doesn't leave you wanting, and they do answer all of your questions in the game.

It's a very satisfying game, to put it short. After putting together the puzzle and solving the mystery, I'm sure you'll feel very
satisfied. Bad Dream: Coma is a game to make the player feel accomplished. I have never played a point-and-click that has
stuck with me, but this one, without a doubt, will forever be one of my favorite games.. Looks and feels like a game ported from
mobile devices. A poor follow-on to Anomaly 1&2. It does not play like additional levels, and you have to repeat training on the
squad units, abilities, etc. Not worth the money, even at $5.. This is a simple but fun sim game. Well worth the cost, especially
on sale.. Great loco, drive this a lot up and down all my uk OHL routes, spent plenty of happy hours driving with loco.

Good scenario's, all work. In cab view are good, passenger view.

Tilt system is good adds an extra experience to the drive.

5\/5 from as use it a lot on Quick Drive.. You got guns and there are zombies. Blow them up until they eat you.

I can see how this game could be fun with the multiplayer online aspect and such but personally it still falls flat. I've played
other games of the same type and they were tons more engaging and inspiring. I could still recommend this for others for
mindless fun but only if you can get this game between a dollar or for free.

Update: Even with a controller it was still horrible. Bunch of Disappointment.
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There's only one thing I don't like about this game n that is ya have to use the keys to move around the screen, be better with a
joypad control.. Really great but simple game graphics are lovely levels great i really enyoed the game. But the are only 4 worlds
other thanks that 8\/10. looks promising but its so sluggish. The audio of the characters are awful. no widescreen. needs alot of
work doing. but waiting for refund.. An rpg with a distinct MMO-blandness to it, but no actual multiplayer. If it were online, it'd
be the game you suck it up and play with your friends because they think it's good for some reason. As a fully singleplayer
experience, it's, well, pretty much equivalent to playing a bad free MMO on a server with no other people. Weak interface,
graphics, story, audio, animation, character customization, pacing, enemy variety, art design... Good setting. Ancient Greece has
lots to draw from, but just go play Titan Quest or something.. Okay game. Got all achievements in a few hours. Lots of bugs still
but can't complain paying less than a dollar for it.. Pretty good game! It's very atmospheric and I can't wait for the VR version
that they have mentioned!

Although this is a horror game, it's not filled with jumpscares. I've only encountered maybe 2 throughout my playtime so far, the
rest of the horror comes from the soundtrack, the ambience, and the layout of the house (those loooong hallways or all of the
corners are great to add suspense). The puzzles are pretty linear. None of them are difficult, which is a bit disappointing, but it
also makes it so that you won't get stuck for very long any any one spot.

I highly recommend this game, and I'm not usually a fan of horror.
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